SANDOVAL IS SHOT BY MARTIAL LAW.

Rabida Begat the Ostracized and Tried of the Enemy. Whose Men Killed Mancis.

PRESIDENT PALMA'S WORDS.

His Praine for the Hero's Fair Treatment of Revolutionists and His Work for Ours.

VICTORIAN GARCIA DEAD.

Commander Llanes of Havana's Column, Severely Wounded in a Fight with Insurgents.

SPANISH WIN A VICTORY.

General Gomez assuming the Form of a General After Three Days of Fighting.

General Gomez assumes the Form of a General After Three Days of Fighting.

GARON IS DEAD.

Injured Jose Garon, Circles Havana and Committed Suicide.

Injured Jose Garon, Circles Havana and Committed Suicide.

LANZAGROTA WOUNDED.

Jabato Lost Twenty-Five Men in a Battle with Marquis of Cienfuegos.

Jabato Lost Twenty-Five Men in a Battle with Marquis of Cienfuegos.

PALMA WILL ACCEPT.

Twentieth Year and 20th, the United States Should Help Cuba.

Twentieth Year and 20th, the United States Should Help Cuba.

GOMEZ'S DAUGHTER WEDS.

Interesting Notice in the Marriage to Near the Marquis of Cienfuegos.

Interesting Notice in the Marriage to Near the Marquis of Cienfuegos.

ONE CUBAN TOWN.

Rahidos in It Is Finished by a World Correspondent's Pen.